7 Year Limited Warranty.
Granite Warehouse, the distributor, warrants that the Stellastone engineered slab
will remain free from any defects arising from it's original manufacture
for a period of 7 years from the date of installation.
The warranty is not transferable.
The Limited Warranty.
1) Your new Stellastone product must only be used in applications or purposes that the product was originally intended for by the distributor
and internal use only.
2) Stellastone is made from natural quartz and can have infusions of different coloured or darker flecks, variation in quartz size, distribution
and colour can also occur, this is not considered a fault and you can expect to find these irregularities as found in all natural stone.
2a) It is the customers responsibility to make sure that the warranty card is filled out and returned to the distributor with-in the time constraints
(with-in 28 days of installation)
3) The warranty does not cover.
3a) Any damage to, or defect in the product arising from any work done by persons other than the distributor.
3b) Any damage or defect caused from failure to clean and look after the product as per the care & maintenance instructions, which forms part
of this warranty.
3c) Any damage or defect resulting from thermal shock from exposure to high temperatures from placing hot items directly on the slab or over
heating, including but not limited to, hot pots or ovenware, electric frying pans, slow cookers etc or direct contact to flames, as this can cause
cracking or discoloration.
3d) Any damage or defect resulting from exposure to ultraviolet radiation, chemical attack examples are but not limited to solvents, oven
cleaners, paint strippers or industrial grade chemicals and abrasive cleaners.
3e) Cracks or chipping in the Stellastone after installation is not covered by the warranty and is not a material fault. The most likely causes are
but not limited to, excessive loading, flexing, settlement, substrate movement or impact. Do not sit or stand on the bench, do not hit the edges
with a hard object as any of these can cause damage. Any crack emanating from a hot plate or sink cut-out or L shape internal corners, these
are not a material fault and not covered. All corners are to have a 10mm radius.
3f) The warranty is for the original owner and is not transferable.
3g) Any damage, defect or variation in the slab that were apparent in the original slab prior to its manufacture, these should and must be
picked up before cutting the slab.
3h) B Grade slabs are not apart of the warranty and are discounted seconds and taken as is.
3i) The customer understands and accepts clause 7e of care and maintenance, as this is not claimable on the warranty.
3j) Any material that has not been fabricated and installed by a qualified stonemason.
Statutory Rights.
4) The limitations on the warranty set out in this document does not preclude any rights to the consumer implied by government statutes for
privacy or otherwise.
5) Stonemason's Responsibilities.
5a) The fabricator must fill in the attached warranty card and either fax, email or post to the distributor with in 28 days of installation of the new
bench.
5b) After copy has been sent to the distributor you must also give a copy to the client.
5c) The fabricator is at all times solely responsible in checking the slab that has been received to identify any variations, inconsistency or
defects and suitability for the job that the material is intended for, this must be completed prior to any cutting of the slabs. Altered slabs will not
be returnable.
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6) In the event of a claim & compensation.
6a) You must report or file for a claim within 28 days from the date of the occurrence of an event which gives rise to a possible claim,
in writing to the distributor and further that if notification does not take place within the time constraint, then the Customer's right to claim shall
lapse.
6b) The distributor has the right and in its discretion can either fix or replace the portion of material that is found to have failed by supplying to
a nominated fabricator of the customer's choice with material ONLY and as close as possible to a colour match available at the time or
reimburse the cost of the replacement material only that has breached the terms of the warranty.
6c) In the event of a claim the total amount claimable will not be greater than the original cost of the slab that the Fabricator has purchased.
6d) The warranty is for replacement of material only and no other associated costs.
7) Care and Maintenance.
7a) Stellastone is a quartz surface strong but not indestructible, to avoid damage use a cutting board in food preparation, use a cutting board
or hot trivet when hot items are being placed on the surface and never directly on the stone surface.
7b) For general cleaning a specifically formulated stone cleaner will do the best job or warm water with a mild a detergent.
7c) Do not use abrasive cleaning agents and strong scourers as this can dull the surface and is not covered by the warranty.
7d) Stellastone can be damaged by contact from strong chemicals and solvents, do not use cleaners that contain trichlorethane or methylene
chloride, like paint strippers or removers also avoid aggressive cleaners like oven cleaners with very high alkaline or Ph levels. Should the
surface come in contact with any damaging product, rinse the area immediately and thoroughly with water to neutralize.
7e) Madrapearla is made with the infusion of sea shells in the slab which are predominantly calcium, these shells are softer and susceptible to
staining, scratching and acid attack from vinegar, lemon & orange juice and other mild acids. The Fabricator should seal this material with a
quality sealer and the customer can also reapply to assist with protection. You the Customer be advised of this and use caution with spills and
immediately clean up if it occurs and keep these products away from the surface.
No claims will be accepted if such defect appear after installation to the tops.

Fabricator or Customer:
Please return completed warranty
card by mail, fax or email to:
Granite Warehouse
91 Beringarra Ave,
Malaga WA 6090
Tel: 08 9209 2620
Fax: 08 9209 2720
Email:
sales@granitewarehouse.com.au

Original Purchaser:
Invoice Number:
Purchase Date:
CUSTOMER DETAILS
Name:
Address:
Phone:

Email:

Stellastone Colour:
APPLICATION
Kitchen Benchtop:
Vanity Benchtop:
Other:
Date of Installation:
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